Alternate Webbing Strap System for Wire-Hung Canopy
If you do not want to install the Rope Pulley System outlined in the video, you can use a webbing strap to open and
close the canopy. Follow the directions below on how to sew and install a webbing strap on your wire-hung canopy.
How the Webbing Strap System Works:
The short side of the webbing strap with the D-ring is used to hook the end of the canopy, when extended, to a Fender (Lacing) Hook
(Item #100648), which is attached to the structure. This keeps the canopy in place. The long leg of the webbing strap end is used when
the canopy is retracted. Since that webbing end is fairly long, it is perfect for wrapping around the bottom folded portion of the canopy
and then hooking it with the D-ring to a Fender (Lacing) Hook (Item #100648) installed on the structure (vertical wood beam, in most
cases). To hook the D-ring in place on the fender hook, a stick can be fashioned with a hook end or a “boat hook pole” can be used.
Bending the end of the fender hook can help to keep the D-ring in place during strong winds.

How to Sew the Webbing Strap:
1.

Measure the circumference of your retracted canopy from
forward sleeve pocket (where a strap eye should be secured
at the center on the pipe) around the bottom and back to the
structure where the Fender (Lacing) Hook will be installed.
The Fender (Lacing) Hook is typically installed 3-5 inches
below the wire rope. This is the length of the long leg of the
webbing strap.

2.

Take the above measurement and add 9 inches for the
addition of the D-rings on the webbing ends and an open loop
to secure the webbing strap to the eye strap on the forward
sleeve pocket. Cut the webbing to this size using a hotknife
or wood burning tool to seal the ends and prevent them from
unraveling (A).

3.
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At one end of the webbing, fold the webbing over the D-ring
approximately 2 inches (B) and sew the D-ring in place (C).
Reverse sew back and forth to lock the stitches in place,
which creates a strong folded loop of webbing over the D-ring.
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4.

On the other webbing end, fold the webbing over itself by
approximately 6 inches from the end (D). At this fold location,
create a 1-inch loop opening by sewing 1 inch from the fold
created in the webbing. Be sure to sew forward and reverse
several times to secure the 1-inch loop opening well (E). This
should leave about 5 inches of webbing free from the loop
opening.

5.

Sew the second D-ring onto the free end of the webbing,
repeating the same process as in step 3 (F). This short leg
of the webbing strap is typically 2-4 inches (after sewing the
open 1-inch loop and D-ring to the end).
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